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Analytics
The data that matters
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Competitors
Analyze your competition
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Reports
Network reports at the click of a button
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Looker Studio
Looker Studio conector
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Hashtag tracker
Measure and follow your hashtags
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Planner
Plan your social networks
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Approval System
Allow your clients to review your content
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SmartLinks
The definitive link in bio
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AI Assistant
Generate copies from a single prompt
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Chrome Extension
Program while browsing
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Inbox
Comments and messages management
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Ads
Manage and measure your advertising
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Instagram
Analyze your Instagram account
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TikTok
Growing on TikTok
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YouTube
Measure, programme and move forward
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Twitter
Measure and publish threads and tweets
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Twitch
Analyse your channel and competitors on Twitch
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Google Business Profile
Schedule and answer reviews on Google Business Profile
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Facebook
Manage Facebook like a pro
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Pinterest
Get growing on Pinterest
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LinkedIn
Analyze and schedule your personal or company profile
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Tutorials
How to use Metricool
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Newsletter
Find out all the news of social networks in one click
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Masterclass
Learn with social media professionals
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Sign up here
	
Login









The digital Swiss Army Knife for social media managers


More than 1.7 million professionals, agencies and brands use Metricool as their one-stop shop for social media and online ad management.



Create your free account 
Google, Meta and X Partner
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These brands are already Metricoolers:
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What would you do with 4, 8 or 12 more hours each day?

Increase your customers? Get more work done with the clients you already have? Maybe something as revolutionary as…. getting more rest? 🤭

When the culprit of missing hours every day is social media management (planning, posting, replying, measuring results, creating reports… help!) the only way to save time, energy and resources is:
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Simplify tasks.
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Automate processes.
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Unify tools.






One for all and all in one

A single tool for all social media tasks: for everyone, whatever your skills, knowledge, and resources.

Because we believe that all people, businesses, and companies, no matter their size or budget, deserve to have a prominent place in the digital world in order to connect with their audiences and make their goals a reality.


Create your free account











Create your free Metricool account now and get started:

Click on a feature to learn more



	Schedule month’s worth of content
	Select the best hours and hashtags
	Approve the scheduled content
	Measure your results with intuitive graphs
	Reply to comments from one place
	Analyze your competitors
	Analyze and choose the right influencer
	Link your strategic content
	Create visual reports in 5 minutes
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Drag & drop, just like that.
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Increase reach and beat the algorithm.
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Optimize approval workflows with your clients.
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Only the relevant data.
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ALWAYS answer.

Be social, my friend.
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What works for them and their weaknesses.
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Don’t be fooled.
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SmartLinks to drive more traffic.
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Time is money and reports a cinch.






Create your free account:

Free forever. No trial period.




Tool authorized by:
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We help professionals increase their digital visibility in all these networks, and connect with their audience in a simple, time-efficient way.
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The most important takeaway for them is

You’ll never walk alone

We take customer support seriously – isn’t that how it should always be?

Even the simplest tools can generate doubts. So, when you’re struggling with a task, whistle! We will help you personally, without predetermined pages or canned messages.
Because we don’t know everything either, and we keep learning every day.


Can I cancel my paid subscription at any time?


Yes. You can cancel your plan at any time. You can continue to enjoy your payment plan until the end of the current billing cycle. Once it is terminated, your account will become free.


Can the plan be extended at any time?


If you want to upgrade your plan, you can do so anytime. The paid and unused portion of the previous plan will be deducted from the price of the new plan.


Can the subscribed plan be reduced?


If you need to change to a lower plan, you can make the changes at any time and it will be effective at the end of the currrently contracted plan.


Where can I download my invoices?


Invoices are automatically generated once payment by card or PayPal has been made. They can be downloaded from your account settings. It can also be set up to automatically, so you receive them in your email.


What is a brand in Metricool?


Each brand in Metricool represents a business, brand or customer. In each brand, you can manage 1 profile of each social network or ad platform.


Is it possible to connect several Google Business Profiles in the same brand?


No. Each Metricool brand would represent a different location. This way, you can plan differentiated content from the planner and get independent performance reports. If you need to generate custom reports with information for all brands (or whatever you want) with the Looker Studio Connector (available in Advanced Plan) you can add multiple brands in a single report.


What are the main differences between a STARTER and ADVANCED plan?


The ADVANCED plan, in addition to allowing you to manage more brands, have these advantages over the STARTER plan:
It allows you to add collaborators, that is, you can give permissions to customers or other team members so that they have access to a specifc brand without having to see the data of other brands.
Access to Looker Studio to make more in-depth reports and to your liking. It also offers access to our API.
Create custom templates for your reports.

Integration with Zapier to automate processes.


Is Metricool free?


Yes! You can use Metricool for free without a time limit. With our Free plan, you can connect 1 brand associated to a profile for each social network, plan your content, publish content automatically, manage messages from your networks, and more.












We are proud partners of Google and Meta to keep bringing new features

You blink for a second and when you open your eyes Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest, TikTok, Twitter, Google Business Profile, YouTube, Twitch, Google Ads, Facebook Ads, Tiktok Ads…. are not what they used to be.
So keeping our eyes wide open and adapting to the changes is not optional, but a must.
You also need to be alert to act quickly when any unforeseen situation comes your way, right? No problem.




Manage your social media from any device, with the desktop version or the Metricool app.
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Create your free account
Free forever. No trial period.
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We use our own and third-party cookies to analyse our services and show you advertising related to your preferences based on a profile of your browsing habits. You can get more information and configure your preferences here.


Accept
Reject all
Settings












  









Change cookie settings


Close GDPR Cookie Settings

	

Privacy Overview

	

Analytics cookies

	

Marketing & Personalization Cookies




Privacy Overview
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Like most websites, we use own and third party cookies for analytical purposes and to show you personalised advertising or based on your browsing habits.

Generally, the information does not directly identify you, but can provide you with a more personalised web experience. Because we respect your right to privacy, you may choose not to allow us to use certain cookies. However, blocking some types of cookies may affect your experience on the site and the services we can offer.

For more information, you can read our cookie policy.



Analytics cookiesThese cookies allow us to count visits and traffic sources so that we can measure and improve the performance of our site. They help us to know which pages are the most or least popular, and to see how many people visit the site. All information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous.


Enable or Disable Cookies





Please enable Strictly Necessary Cookies first so that we can save your preferences!




Marketing & Personalization CookiesThese cookies may be site-wide, placed by our advertising partners. These businesses may use them to create a profile of your interests and show you relevant advertisements on other sites. They do not store personal information directly, but are based on the unique identification of your browser and internet access device.


Enable or Disable Cookies





Please enable Strictly Necessary Cookies first so that we can save your preferences!






Enable All
Save Changes







 